HANG OUT
Sip.
Plunk.
Ponder.
Visit.

Hangout.
Smile with friends. 
Debate a point. 
Be inspired by a mentor. 
Support the team. 
Share some down time. 

Just hangout.
SCREENING ROOM
The Visit double bench with a high back creates two meeting areas in one - because no two people work the same way.

For meeting, dining or both. Collo chairs and Visit benches work, whatever the occasion.

The Visit 2-seater high back sofas, combined with high back Ponder chairs, create a cozy and private meeting area.

The natural wood materials blend perfectly with nature so add some greenery to your configurations.

Add a ledge where you can grab a coffee or snack, or a Juxta table to host a brainstorm session.

The Hangout collection fits in just as well at the office as it does in the living room.
Visit benches are designed to give people the freedom to connect, share and collaborate naturally and organically.

High back sofas and benches designate separate meeting spaces without closing them off.

We can learn a lot from each other by opening the flow of communication.

Benchs connect with curved in-line tables for a continuously evolving workspace.

The collection can be scaled up or down to accommodate the myriad of ways people hangout.

68812 Visit sofas (shown in green)
68712, 68702 Ponder chairs (shown in teal)
10373 Collo side chairs (shown in yellow)
68001 Plunk ottomans (shown in red)
68002 Sip wood stools
68964, 68953, 68952, 68951 Sip tables (shown with black top, wood column)
47233, 47253, 47163, 47433, 47573 Juxta round, square and rectangle conference tables (shown with black top, dark grey base)
68100, 68110, 68130, 68210, 68310, 68320, 68321, 68410, 68440, 68550, 68560 Visit benches in configuration (shown in grey)
68651, 68653, 68661, 68681 Visit tables in configuration (shown in black)

Cut sheets, options and pricing available on keihauer.com